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HIGH QUALITY CAD DRAWINGS
TIME AFTER TIME AFTER TIME

The quality of your CAD drawings does more than simply make the
project run more smoothly and efficiently - as an integral part of
your work your drawings also say a lot about you.
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“CAD SERVICES have provided
consistent quality, on time and within
budget, which we feel has also
enhanced our company's service and
performance”

CAD SERVICES is committed to maintaining
the highest standards of quality in every
aspect of our work, through on-going
training of staff and continual improvement
of processes and routines - so you don't
have to.
Rather than diverting your resources to
ensure consistent drawing quality, you can
let us take care of your CAD production
while you focus on your core business.

We can also include links to manufacturers'
websites including technical data in the
electronic copies of the drawings, saving
even more time.
SAVINGS EVERY STEP OF THE WAY


We will work with you to enhance your
own processes and resources, optimising
work flow and, if required, incorporating
your own symbol libraries.



Optimised AutoCAD performance
through extensive in-house customisation
of standard templates, menus, blocks and
CAD libraries.



ISO9001 Quality-controlled workflow
processes



Constant checking for accuracy and
quality.



Reduced wastage.



Increased drawing output.

CAD SERVICES leads the field in
outsourced CAD support and has
vast experience of converting a
wide range of mark up and
source files, of variable quality
and style, to produce a consistent
end product - time and time
again.
Consistent style, consistent
accuracy and consistent quality
A STANDARD TO WORK TO

CAD SERVICES prides itself on having a
flexible philosophy, our highly experienced
CAD operators will work to the style and
quality that you require. As a result, you save
time - because you then receive drawings
that are ready to use, with no need for
'cosmetic' modifications to bring them up to
scratch.
PLUS, if you wish, we will issue our own
published Standard Symbol libraries to your
staff to assist them in creating uniform
mark-ups - reducing mark-up time and
achieving better results.
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OR, if you prefer, we will use your own
standard drawings, enhance them to your
requirements and provide you with your
own, bespoke, symbols library.

The result is that you save time and money,
with higher quality and improved cost per
drawing.
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HOW MUCH HELP

We work with Building Services Consultants
and Contractors in a way that suits them,
from a single project basis through support
of fluctuating in-house workloads to
handling the entire drawing office function.
By using CAD SERVICES' symbol libraries
you can also relieve the constant headache
of training your new CAD recruits to
produce drawings to your own standards.
Whether you are outsourcing all of your
CAD work or just calling on specialist
expertise during peak workflow, you can
rely on a consistent approach every step of
the way. Our reputation has been built on
helping clients to maintain and enhance
theirs.

A FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO SUIT YOUR
NEEDS

The key to successful outsourced CAD
services is flexibility; the flexibility to tailor
services to 'fit' your existing business
processes, while consistently producing
high quality drawings at a sensible,
transparent cost.

DON'T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

At CAD SERVICES we are passionate about
our product and rightly proud of the
standards we achieve, so why not visit us at
www.cadservices.com and take a look at
some examples of our work.

HELPING YOU WORK SMARTER

This information bulletin is one of a series
produced by CAD SERVICES to demonstrate
how we can help you use CAD more
productively and more importantly profitably.

GET IN TOUCH

It's very easy to find out how we can help,
just call Kevin Murtha or Darren Vallance
on: 01268 242800
e-mail us at post@cadservices.com
Or find us on the web at
www.cadservices.com
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